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DISCLAIMER

Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Alcidion Group Limited (the "Company"). It does not purport to contain all the information that a prospective investor
may require in connection with any potential investment in the Company. You should not treat the contents of this presentation, or any information provided in
connection with it, as financial advice, financial product advice or advice relating to legal, taxation or investment matters.

No representation or warranty (whether express or implied) is made by the Company or any of its officers, advisers, agents or employees as to the accuracy,
completeness or reasonableness of the information, statements, opinions or matters (express or implied) arising out of, contained in or derived from this
presentation or provided in connection with it, or any omission from this presentation, nor as to the attainability of any estimates, forecasts or projections set out
in this presentation.

This presentation is provided expressly on the basis that you will carry out your own independent inquiries into the matters contained in the presentation and
make your own independent decisions about the affairs, financial position or prospects of the Company. The Company reserves the right to update, amend or
supplement the information at any time in its absolute discretion (without incurring any obligation to do so).

Neither the Company, nor its related bodies corporate, officers, their advisers, agents and employees accept any responsibility or liability to you or to any other
person or entity arising out of this presentation including pursuant to the general law (whether for negligence, under statute or otherwise), or under the
Australian Securities and Investments Commission Act 2001, Corporations Act 2001, Competition and Consumer Act 2010 or any corresponding provision of
any Australian state or territory legislation (or the law of any similar legislation in any other Jurisdiction), or similar provision under any applicable law. Any such
responsibility or liability is, to the maximum extent permitted by law, expressly disclaimed and excluded.

Nothing in this material should be construed as either an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell securities. It does not include all available
information and should not be used in isolation as a basis to invest in the Company.

Future matters

This presentation contains reference to certain intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects of the Company. Those intentions, expectations,
future plans, strategy and prospects may or may not be achieved. They are based on certain assumptions, which may not be met or on which views may differ
and may be affected by known and unknown risks. The performance and operations of the Company may be influenced by a number of factors, many of which
are outside the control of the Company. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made by the Company, or any of its directors, officers, employees,
advisers or agents that any intentions, expectations or plans will be achieved either totally or partially or that any particular rate of return will be achieved.

Given the risks and uncertainties that may cause the Company's actual future results, performance or achievements to be materially different from those
expected, planned or intended, recipients should not place undue reliance on these intentions, expectations, future plans, strategy and prospects. The Company
does not warrant or represent that the actual results, performance or achievements will be as expected, planned or intended.
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PART 1: SHAREHOLDER UPDATE

● Shareholder Update
– Introduction to panellists.

– Alcidion Value Proposition.

– Achievements since listing.

– Strategic Direction.

– Investor Relations update.

– Commercialisation Strategy.

– North American Market Entry.
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PART 2: ALCIDION OVERVIEW

● Western Health Case Study

● Market Opportunity

– Global State of Health IT.

– EMR Adoption Model.

● Q&A

● Product Overview1

– Miya Architecture.

– Miya Patient Flow.

– Miya Access.

– Miya Mobile.

– Miya ED.

– Miya Orders.

– Miya Clinic.

1 Not presenting during today’s Webinar, but included within the presentation deck.
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Shareholder 
Update
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Performance Shares
$4m in script on achieving $10m in TTM revenue  by 29/2/2018 and; 
$4m in script on achieving $15m in TTM revenue within 29/2/2019 .

All financial data has been rounded as of 30 June 2016
Equity data accurate as of 31 August 2016

ASX Ticker ALC

Market Capitalisation $35m

Ownership

40% Founders
15% BlueSky Private Equity
9% Owned by Employees
6% Allure Capital

Share Price 5.80c

Cash on hand $5.84m

Enterprise Value $29m

Shares on Issue 603m

Employees 32 x FTE

Revenues FY16 $4.02m

Cumulative R&D Investment ~$18.60m
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EXECUTIVE  DIRECTORS

Chief Medical Officer
Prof. Malcolm Pradhan

Chief Executive Officer
Mr. Ray Blight

Executive Director
Mr. Nathan Buzza

• Formal qualifications in medicine 
complimented by a PhD in Medical 
Informatics from Stanford University.

• Founding fellow of the Australasian College of 
Health Informatics.

• Associate Dean of IT & Director of Medical 
Informatics at the University of Adelaide. 

• Clinical Lead within the Australian 
Government’s National e-Health Transition 
Authority.

• Formal qualifications include a Bachelor of 
Technology, Bachelor of Economics and a 
MBA.

• Former CEO of the South Australian Health 
Commission and Chair of the Health 
Ministers’ Advisory Council 

• Consultant to the World Bank.

• Chairs the University of SA IT & Mathematical 
Sciences Advisory Board.

• Former founder & CEO of Clinical Middleware 
provider, Commtech Wireless.

• EY “Entrepreneur of the Year”.

• BRW in the Fast100 for three consecutive 
years.

• Western Australia IT & telecommunications 
Life Time achievement Award for contribution 
to the IT community. 

• Previously the second largest shareholder of 
Azure Healthcare (ASX:AZV).
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Professor Malcolm Pradhan, Chief Medical Officer (MBBS, PhD, FACHI). Malcolm is the Chief Medical Officer and co-founder of Alcidion. Malcolm holds formal qualifications in medicine complimented with a PhD in Medical Informatics from Stanford University and is a founding fellow of the Australasian College of Health Informatics.Prior to Alcidion, Malcolm was the Associate Dean of IT & Director of Medical Informatics at the University of Adelaide. Malcolm provided thought leadership and conducted research into applications of CDSS, and into optimum uses of a variety of statistical and probabilistic methods for applying CDSS.Malcolm was also a Clinical Lead within the Australian Government’s National e-Health Transition Authority providing guidance in the Australian Government’s design and development of the PC-EHR.Mr. Brian Leedman, Non-Executive DirectorBrian Leedman is a marketing and investor relations professional with over 14 years’ experience in the biotechnology industry. Mr Leedman is the co-founder and Executive Director of ASX Listed ResApp Health Limited. Prior to ResApp, Mr Leedman co-founded ASX listed companies Oncosil Medical Limited and Imugene Limited. Mr Leedman previously served for 10 years as Vice President, Investor Relations for pSivida Corp. which is listed on the ASX and NASDAQ.He is currently the WA Chairman of AusBiotech, the association of biotechnology companies in Australia. Mr Leedman holds a Bachelor of Economics and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Western Australia.Ray Blight, Chief Executive (B.Tech, B.Ec, MBM, FIE (Aust), FAICD). Ray is the Chief Executive Officer and co-founder of Alcidion and brings a wealth of public and private sector healthcare experience to Alcidion. Prior to Alcidion, Ray was the CEO of the South Australian Health Commission and Chair of the Health Ministers’ Advisory Council and a consultant to the World Bank.Ray has taken a key leadership role in both State and Commonwealth Government initiatives including hospital service rationalisations, major funding reforms for healthcare services, origination of co-ordinated care and integrated service delivery.Ray currently chairs the University of SA IT & Mathematical Sciences Advisory Board.Ray’s qualifications include a Bachelor of Technology, Bachelor of Economics and a MBA.Mr. Nick Dignam, Non-Executive DirectorNick Dignam is an Investment Director at Blue Sky Private Equity and is responsible for originating new investment opportunities, working with portfolio companies to deliver growth and managing exit processes.Prior to joining Blue Sky, Nick spent six years with Catalyst Investment Managers, a Sydney based mid market private equity firm. During this period Nick worked across a broad range of sectors including consumer goods, retail, e-commerce, mining services and trade distribution. Before Catalyst, Nick spent three years with Ernst & Young in the mergers and acquisitions group.Nick holds a Bachelor of Commerce and a Bachelor of Laws from the University of Queensland, and a Masters of Applied Finance from Queensland University of Technology.

http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/AZV


NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

Non-Executive Director
Mr. Brian Leedman

Non-Executive Director
Mr. Nick Dignam

Non-Executive Director
Mr. Josh Puckridge

• Formal qualifications include a Bachelor of 
Economics and a MBA.

• Co-Founder of Resapp Health (ASX:RAP).

• Co-Founder of Oncosil Medical (ASX:OSL).

• Co-Founder of Imugene (ASX:IMU).

• WA Chairman of AusBiotech.

• Previously Marketing Manager at Ernst & 
Young.

• Formal qualifications include a Bachelor of 
Commerce, Bachelor of Law and a Masters of 
Applied Finance.

• Investment Director of BlueSky (ASX:BLA), a 
listed alternative asset manager with $1.7b of 
assets under management. 

• Responsible for originating new investment 
opportunities, working with portfolio 
companies to deliver growth and managing 
exit processes.

• Joined Blue Sky from Catalyst Investment.

• Formal qualifications include a Bachelor of 
Commerce. 

• Director of Cicero Advisory Services.

• Executive Director of Red Gum Resources.

• Formerly Executive Director and Chief 
Executive of Discovery Resources Limited.

• Founding Director of Windward Resources 
Limited(ASX:WIN).

• Non-Executive Director of Top Tung Limited .
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Professor Malcolm Pradhan, Chief Medical Officer (MBBS, PhD, FACHI). Malcolm is the Chief Medical Officer and co-founder of Alcidion. Malcolm holds formal qualifications in medicine complimented with a PhD in Medical Informatics from Stanford University and is a founding fellow of the Australasian College of Health Informatics.Prior to Alcidion, Malcolm was the Associate Dean of IT & Director of Medical Informatics at the University of Adelaide. Malcolm provided thought leadership and conducted research into applications of CDSS, and into optimum uses of a variety of statistical and probabilistic methods for applying CDSS.Malcolm was also a Clinical Lead within the Australian Government’s National e-Health Transition Authority providing guidance in the Australian Government’s design and development of the PC-EHR.Mr. Brian Leedman, Non-Executive DirectorBrian Leedman is a marketing and investor relations professional with over 14 years’ experience in the biotechnology industry. Mr Leedman is the co-founder and Executive Director of ASX Listed ResApp Health Limited. Prior to ResApp, Mr Leedman co-founded ASX listed companies Oncosil Medical Limited and Imugene Limited. Mr Leedman previously served for 10 years as Vice President, Investor Relations for pSivida Corp. which is listed on the ASX and NASDAQ.He is currently the WA Chairman of AusBiotech, the association of biotechnology companies in Australia. Mr Leedman holds a Bachelor of Economics and a Master of Business Administration from the University of Western Australia.Ray Blight, Chief Executive (B.Tech, B.Ec, MBM, FIE (Aust), FAICD). Ray is the Chief Executive Officer and co-founder of Alcidion and brings a wealth of public and private sector healthcare experience to Alcidion. Prior to Alcidion, Ray was the CEO of the South Australian Health Commission and Chair of the Health Ministers’ Advisory Council and a consultant to the World Bank.Ray has taken a key leadership role in both State and Commonwealth Government initiatives including hospital service rationalisations, major funding reforms for healthcare services, origination of co-ordinated care and integrated service delivery.Ray currently chairs the University of SA IT & Mathematical Sciences Advisory Board.Ray’s qualifications include a Bachelor of Technology, Bachelor of Economics and a MBA.Mr. Nick Dignam, Non-Executive DirectorNick Dignam is an Investment Director at Blue Sky Private Equity and is responsible for originating new investment opportunities, working with portfolio companies to deliver growth and managing exit processes.Prior to joining Blue Sky, Nick spent six years with Catalyst Investment Managers, a Sydney based mid market private equity firm. During this period Nick worked across a broad range of sectors including consumer goods, retail, e-commerce, mining services and trade distribution. Before Catalyst, Nick spent three years with Ernst & Young in the mergers and acquisitions group.Nick holds a Bachelor of Commerce and a Bachelor of Laws from the University of Queensland, and a Masters of Applied Finance from Queensland University of Technology.

http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/RAP
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/OSL
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/IMU
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/BLA
http://www.asx.com.au/asx/research/company.do#!/WIN
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ALCIDION OVERVIEW

● Alcidion is a provider of intelligent informatics for high 
performance healthcare:

– Safer for patients because clinicians are alerted to 
emerging clinical risk;

– Faster delivery of care because service barriers are 
identified and;

– Improved productivity because clinicians save time in 
accessing key data and documenting their decisions 
and observations. 

● By providing clinicians with decision support tools 
and prompting care guidance in accordance with 
hospital approved clinical protocols, patient clinical 
outcomes may be improved.

● Alcidion is intending to revolutionize the healthcare 
industry, by providing an agnostic Clinical 
Information System that resides over the top of the 
existing systems.F
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So the space that we are in is a medical technology, more specific, health Informatics, more specifically, a clinical decision support with the target purpose of driving high-performance healthcare services initially through hospitals, but in the longer term across the community as well. And by high-performance healthcare services we mean, services that are safer, that are delivered (you know) more rapidly, are cost effective in terms of patient outcomes.  So safer for patients, we achieve that by focusing on the patient's clinical risk and prompting clinicians as to what they might do about that clinical risk. We provide or support the faster delivery of care that means patients spend less time in hospital to achieve a good clinical outcome. And  by continually identifying any service barriers to the progress of that patient, so those barriers can be focused down on and removed, keeping the patient moving toward at optimum speed. And I guess our other key contribution to high performance healthcare comes in improved productivity. A number of international studies show that for clinicians and nurses, on an average shift, only about 30% of their time goes into direct clinical care. So that's what they're trained to do, and that's what only they can do but they only get to contribute 30% of their time on shift to those activities and the vast bulk of their time goes on non-care activities - trying to figure out where the patient is, trying to understand what the latest clinical information on the patient might be, trying to figure out why they are blocked in the radiology department and so on. As we look at Australian public hospital healthcare over the years, the increase in the productivity of the care teams has been very modest. In Victoria it's been around 3% per annum and that usually being wiped out by higher increases in payroll.  So in the context of our hospitals being overstretched, in the context of increasing demand from aging populations and other factors, we believe that the holy grail for high-performance hospital care is getting the productivity of the care team and the clinician’s right because that means with staff that are already trained, already in place, we can do more care.



WHAT DOES ALCIDION DO ?

● Hospitals are built upon a complex eco-system 
of disparate Clinical Information Systems.

● Alcidion’s Miya platform integrates disparate 
Clinical Information Systems to identify 
emerging clinical risk and push this clinical 
intelligence to the care team via a continuum of 
mobile and desktop devices.

● Under the stewardship of our CMO, Professor 
Malcolm Pradhan and CEO Ray Blight, the 
former Chief Executive of the SA Health 
Commission, Alcidion has invested over $18m 
in the development of the Miya Platform.

● The technology is already deployed and 
operational at Western Health, Northern 
Territory Health Department, Tasmania Health 
and the Royal Melbourne Hospital.
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WHAT IS THE MIYA PLATFORM ?

● An E-Health guidance platform:
– to consolidate clinical information and patient data from 

multiple sources across the hospital

– focused on patient clinical risk and surfacing clinical 
data relevant to the patient’s current clinical context

– to process best practice, clinical protocols to push 
guidance to the care team on best choices for patient 
care

● Pushes risk rated clinical information to the care 
team, at the point of care.

– Pushes best practice guidance to the care team, to 
prompt on the best choices for patient care.

– Delivers data/guidance ubiquitously across the hospital 
via web portals, large digital displays (Journey Boards) 
and mobile iPads

● Specific apps to solve specific problems (ED, bed 
management, pathology ordering) share the one 
platform
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HIGHLIGHTS FY16

● As of 30 June 2016 the Company held $5.65m in cash. 

● As of 31 July 2016 the Company held $6.51m in cash, excluding 
the provision for the $1m R&D Tax Incentive.

● At the completion of the RTO of Naracoota Resources Limited, 
the Company held $6.758m in cash. 

● The Company invested an estimated $2.24m in Research & 
Development in FY16, primarily focussed on CPOE.

● The Company avails itself of the Federal Government R&D Tax 
Incentive programme, that provides a 45% cash rebate for 
qualifying R&D Expenditure.

● The Company commenced its commercialiation strategy, which 
in broad terms will see the Alcidion Sales Team systematically 
engage the continuum of Australian and New Zealand healthcare 
organisations, whilst simultaneously seeking Value Added 
Resellers and Strategic Partnerships. 

● Alcidion executed a $2.35 MoU with Western Health, signifying 
the transition of our Patient Flow and Bed Management 
applications from Pilot Site to commercial utilization.
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Executive SummaryAlcidion’s first annual report following the successful reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited marking the commencement of the Company’s commercialisation strategy of its Miya platform. As at 30 June 2016 the Company maintains $5.84 million in available cash, this amount excludes the provision for an estimated Research & Development Tax Incentive of $997k. It should be noted, that the company received a material cash payment following the close of the FY16, resulting in the Company, as of 29th July 2016, maintaining a cash balance of $6.51m, excluding the $997k Research & Development Tax Incentive.At the completion of the reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited (29 February 2016), the Company had $6.758m in cash. During the Financial Year, the Company continued its commitment to Product Development, having invested $2.20m in Research & Development during FY16, principally focussing on the development of its highly anticipated Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) platform and the deployment of this technology at our luminary site in the Northern Territory.The Company commenced its commercialiation strategy, which in broad terms adopts an engagement strategy that will see the Alcidion Sales Team systematically engage the continuum of Australian and New Zealand healthcare organisations, whilst simultaneously seeking Value Added Resellers and Strategic Partnerships. The healthcare industry has realized that the traditional approaches to patient flow management and cost management are inadequate to keep pace with the emerging challenges. Therefore, patient flow management solutions will be among the priorities on the investment list of healthcare organizations for highly streamlined patient flow outcomes and cost management. Completion of the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota ResourcesOn 29 February 2016, the Company completed the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota Resources (ASX:NRR).  Both Naracoota Resources Limited and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred substantial one-off legal, accounting, corporate advisory and compliance expenses leading up to and post Reverse Takeover, which resulted in an estimated $550k of outbound cash flows in FY16. The prospectus detailed an estimated $400k of expenditure on behalf of Naracoota Resources for the Reverse Takeover and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred $150k of expenditure directly related to the transaction. Research & Development Tax IncentiveDuring FY16 the Company expensed $2.20m in Product Research & Development.  The Company avails itself of the Federal Government Research & Development Tax Incentive programme, that provides a 45% cash rebate for qualifying Research & Development Expenditure.The Company is presently in the process of preparing the FY16 Research & Development Tax Incentive and has made a provision of at $997k (unaudited).The Company intends to re-align its resources towards increasing expenditure in Sales & Marketing and reducing expenditure in Research & Development during the next quarter.Appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to Alcidion  BoardOn 28 July 2016 the Company announced the appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to the Board of the Company. This move comes at a pivotal time for Alcidion as the Company looks to expand market share of its award-winning Miya Platform product internationally.Mr. Leedman is the co-founder of Resapp Health (ASX:RAP) where he serves in the role of Executive Director and Vice President of Corporate AffairsThe appointment coincides with major technical and market advancements for Alcidion, with the Company recently announcing enhanced features for its award-winning Miya Platform. The new version, extends the product's architecture to support Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and Smartforms - features key to increasing clinician productivity and mitigating clinical risk.



HIGHLIGHTS FY16

● The Company appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to the Board.

● The Company is presently re-aligning its resources towards 
increasing expenditure in Sales & Marketing and reducing 
expenditure in R&D.

● Alcidion made significant progress over the course of the past 
year in the investigation, adoption and integration of industry 
standard technologies into its Miya Platform and Integration 
Engine. 

● Alcidion invested $1.5m developing a Computerized Physician 
Order Entry (CPOE) platform, in the form of a Best Practice 
Pathology Ordering product that automates the electronic 
ordering of pathology for ED physicians.

● Alcidion maintains its focus on expanding its operations into the 
North American marketplace.  

● Alcidion has entered into a non-binding discussion with a major 
North American healthcare technology provider.  

● Alcidion announced that its strategic partner, FUJIFILM had 
received a purchase order for an intelligent Cardiovascular 
Information System (iCVIS) for Sunshine Hospital.
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Executive SummaryAlcidion’s first annual report following the successful reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited marking the commencement of the Company’s commercialisation strategy of its Miya platform. As at 30 June 2016 the Company maintains $5.84 million in available cash, this amount excludes the provision for an estimated Research & Development Tax Incentive of $997k. It should be noted, that the company received a material cash payment following the close of the FY16, resulting in the Company, as of 29th July 2016, maintaining a cash balance of $6.51m, excluding the $997k Research & Development Tax Incentive.At the completion of the reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited (29 February 2016), the Company had $6.758m in cash. During the Financial Year, the Company continued its commitment to Product Development, having invested $2.20m in Research & Development during FY16, principally focussing on the development of its highly anticipated Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) platform and the deployment of this technology at our luminary site in the Northern Territory.The Company commenced its commercialiation strategy, which in broad terms adopts an engagement strategy that will see the Alcidion Sales Team systematically engage the continuum of Australian and New Zealand healthcare organisations, whilst simultaneously seeking Value Added Resellers and Strategic Partnerships. The healthcare industry has realized that the traditional approaches to patient flow management and cost management are inadequate to keep pace with the emerging challenges. Therefore, patient flow management solutions will be among the priorities on the investment list of healthcare organizations for highly streamlined patient flow outcomes and cost management. Completion of the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota ResourcesOn 29 February 2016, the Company completed the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota Resources (ASX:NRR).  Both Naracoota Resources Limited and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred substantial one-off legal, accounting, corporate advisory and compliance expenses leading up to and post Reverse Takeover, which resulted in an estimated $550k of outbound cash flows in FY16. The prospectus detailed an estimated $400k of expenditure on behalf of Naracoota Resources for the Reverse Takeover and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred $150k of expenditure directly related to the transaction. Research & Development Tax IncentiveDuring FY16 the Company expensed $2.20m in Product Research & Development.  The Company avails itself of the Federal Government Research & Development Tax Incentive programme, that provides a 45% cash rebate for qualifying Research & Development Expenditure.The Company is presently in the process of preparing the FY16 Research & Development Tax Incentive and has made a provision of at $997k (unaudited).The Company intends to re-align its resources towards increasing expenditure in Sales & Marketing and reducing expenditure in Research & Development during the next quarter.Appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to Alcidion  BoardOn 28 July 2016 the Company announced the appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to the Board of the Company. This move comes at a pivotal time for Alcidion as the Company looks to expand market share of its award-winning Miya Platform product internationally.Mr. Leedman is the co-founder of Resapp Health (ASX:RAP) where he serves in the role of Executive Director and Vice President of Corporate AffairsThe appointment coincides with major technical and market advancements for Alcidion, with the Company recently announcing enhanced features for its award-winning Miya Platform. The new version, extends the product's architecture to support Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and Smartforms - features key to increasing clinician productivity and mitigating clinical risk.



REVERSE TAKEOVER UPDATE

● Alcidion listed at 5.40c on the 29/2/2016.
● When Alcidion listed on the ASX, the company had 

602m shares on issue, consisting of:
– 400m Shares Alcidion Shareholders.

– 138m Shares Original NRR Shareholders.

– 64m Shares $2.00m Capital Raise.

● The Company completed the Reverse Takeover of 
Naracoota Resources. Both Naracoota Resources 
Limited and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred 
substantial one-off legal, accounting, corporate 
advisory and compliance expenses.

● This included a one off,  non-cash expense of $1.10m 
relating to listing expenses associated with reverse 
merger of Naracoota Resources, associated with the 
recognition of the carried for losses of NRR.

● The company incurred one off, cash expense of 
$600k of expenses directly relating to the 
transaction.F
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Executive SummaryAlcidion’s first annual report following the successful reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited marking the commencement of the Company’s commercialisation strategy of its Miya platform. As at 30 June 2016 the Company maintains $5.84 million in available cash, this amount excludes the provision for an estimated Research & Development Tax Incentive of $997k. It should be noted, that the company received a material cash payment following the close of the FY16, resulting in the Company, as of 29th July 2016, maintaining a cash balance of $6.51m, excluding the $997k Research & Development Tax Incentive.At the completion of the reverse takeover of Naracoota Resources Limited (29 February 2016), the Company had $6.758m in cash. During the Financial Year, the Company continued its commitment to Product Development, having invested $2.20m in Research & Development during FY16, principally focussing on the development of its highly anticipated Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) platform and the deployment of this technology at our luminary site in the Northern Territory.The Company commenced its commercialiation strategy, which in broad terms adopts an engagement strategy that will see the Alcidion Sales Team systematically engage the continuum of Australian and New Zealand healthcare organisations, whilst simultaneously seeking Value Added Resellers and Strategic Partnerships. The healthcare industry has realized that the traditional approaches to patient flow management and cost management are inadequate to keep pace with the emerging challenges. Therefore, patient flow management solutions will be among the priorities on the investment list of healthcare organizations for highly streamlined patient flow outcomes and cost management. Completion of the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota ResourcesOn 29 February 2016, the Company completed the Reverse Takeover of Naracoota Resources (ASX:NRR).  Both Naracoota Resources Limited and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred substantial one-off legal, accounting, corporate advisory and compliance expenses leading up to and post Reverse Takeover, which resulted in an estimated $550k of outbound cash flows in FY16. The prospectus detailed an estimated $400k of expenditure on behalf of Naracoota Resources for the Reverse Takeover and Alcidion Corporation Pty Ltd incurred $150k of expenditure directly related to the transaction. Research & Development Tax IncentiveDuring FY16 the Company expensed $2.20m in Product Research & Development.  The Company avails itself of the Federal Government Research & Development Tax Incentive programme, that provides a 45% cash rebate for qualifying Research & Development Expenditure.The Company is presently in the process of preparing the FY16 Research & Development Tax Incentive and has made a provision of at $997k (unaudited).The Company intends to re-align its resources towards increasing expenditure in Sales & Marketing and reducing expenditure in Research & Development during the next quarter.Appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to Alcidion  BoardOn 28 July 2016 the Company announced the appointment of Mr. Brian Leedman to the Board of the Company. This move comes at a pivotal time for Alcidion as the Company looks to expand market share of its award-winning Miya Platform product internationally.Mr. Leedman is the co-founder of Resapp Health (ASX:RAP) where he serves in the role of Executive Director and Vice President of Corporate AffairsThe appointment coincides with major technical and market advancements for Alcidion, with the Company recently announcing enhanced features for its award-winning Miya Platform. The new version, extends the product's architecture to support Physician Order Entry (CPOE) and Smartforms - features key to increasing clinician productivity and mitigating clinical risk.



MULTIPLE KEY DRIVERS OF MARKET GROWTH

Customer Demand

● Increased cost pressure drives 
the need to quantifiable ROI.

● Demand for systems drives base 
of service growth.

● Ongoing regulatory requirements 
(ISO, FDA, MDD, MMA).

● Patient Satisfaction / Safety.

● Clinician Satisfaction / Safety.

● Workflow & Bed Management.

● Healthcare Group Consolidation, 
driving standardization across 
healthcare.

● Ward Pull versus Ward Push.

● Growing market opportunity for 
Clinical Decision Support and 
Mobility Solutions within 
healthcare.

● Growing Incidences of 
Medication Errors 

● Requirement to meet the criteria 
of “Meaningful Use” to receive 
incentives by the US Federal 
Government encourage the 
adoption of EHR

Demographics / Economy

● Demographics

• Rise in ageing population
• Longer life expectancy
• Growth in comorbidities
• Elderly people stay off site

● Regional Trends

• USA, APAC & Latin America 
economic growth triggers new 
Capital Expenditure.

• Growth in patient 
consumerism for quality care

● Economic Cycle

• Series of recessions.

● Cost Pressure in Health care;

• Government initiatives that 
promote the adoption of 
Clinical Decision Support.

• Increase focus on work 
efficiency.

• Shortage of clinicians.

Technology

● Growing demand for integrated 
Clinical Decision Support 
Solutions with EHR and CPOE.

● Technological revolution in 
Clinical Connectivity.

● Rising demand for analytical 
solutions.

Challenges

● Growing concerns over security.

● Integration challenges.

● Costs incurred while integrating.

● Alert fatigue.

● Fragmented End-User Market 

A growing market for 
Clinical Decision Support
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STRATEGIC DIRECTION

● Transition the company from a 
private entity to a publicly listed 
business and secure funding to 
commercialize the product 
portfolio.

● Transition the existing pilot 
installations to commercial 
deployments.

● Productize the Miya Platform 
and develop toolsets to 
facilitate rapid deployments 
and on site configuration.

● Develop an extensive marketing 
capability, inclusive of 
promotional materials and 
develop brand equity across 
the continuum of 
healthcare.

● Rebalance the organization from 
its core focus of engineering to a 
balanced business with a 
significant sales and marketing 
capability;

● Accelerate the selling and 
delivery of the Miya Platform 
across Australia & New Zealand.

● Commercialize Alcidion's CDSS 
and SmartForms platforms 
within the domestic market.

● Forge strategic partnerships 
within the healthcare
ecosystem.

● Secure a North American Pilot 
site by the end of FY17.

● Target a total of 40 hospitals 
across Australia and New 
Zealand, to compliment the 
existing 11 installations.

● Implement QSR820 and 
registered with the FDA as a 
Class II FDA 510(k) cleared 
device.

● Elevate and build the Alcidion 
brand in the United States.

● Establish an office in the United 
States by January 2018.
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“At BlueSky we meticulously 
evaluate every opportunity.  
Alcidion ticked all the boxes: 
Mobile, Healthcare, 
Information Technology, 
coupled with an 
internationally recognized 
Management Team.”

Nick Dignam
Investment Director 

Blue Sky Private Equity 
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“What really struck 
me about Alcidion 
was the deep seated 
passion of the 
founders to fix 
healthcare – coupled 
with their impeccable 
qualifications”

Nathan Buzza
Allure Capital
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INVESTOR RELATIONS UPDATE

● Alcidion has five primary blocks of 
shareholders:

– The Alcidion Corporation Shareholders.

– New shareholders investing in the medical 
informatics business.

– The original NRR Shareholders.

– The shareholders from the $2m Capital Raise.

– Day (Short Term) Traders.
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INVESTOR RELATIONS UPDATE

● As part of the RTO of ALC, NRR Raised 
$2.00m through a full form prospectus and 
the issue of 64.52m shares at 3.10c per 
share.

● Since Alcidion listed on the ASX, the following 
reflects the shareholder movement:
– Of the 400m shares issued to the Alcidion 

shareholders, no shares have been divested.

– Of the 64m shares issued under the 
prospectus, 54m shares have been divested.

– Of the 138m shares owned by NRR 
shareholders, 73m shares have been divested.

● The above provides the company with a very 
clean registry.F
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NORTH AMERICAN
COMMERCIALIZATION OVERVIEW

● Alcidion is committed to expanding its operations 
into the United States, as quickly as commercially 
viable.

● 95% of North American Hospitals are yet to achieve 
EMRAM level 7 and as a result this would appear to be 
a decade long opportunity.

● Prior to establishing a direct presence in the United 
States, there are a number of prerequisites to 
maximise the return on this investment.

● Establish an installation base across more than 5% of 
the Australian Market (i.e 40+ Hospitals) to 
demonstrate product reliability, interoptability, 
scalability and sustainability to demonstrate the 
scalability and replicability of the Product Group in 
the United States.

● The adoption and implementation of QSR 820 to 
obtain FDA Clearance as manufacturer and 
specification developer of a Class II Medical Device.F
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COMMERCIALISATION 
STRATEGY

Systematically progress through the continuum of health in 
Australia / New Zealand.

● Healthcare ICT Consultants.

● Strategic Partners.

● Hospitals.

● State Health Departments.

● District Health Boards.

● Local Health Boards.

● Private Hospital Groups.

● “Systematically Progress” translates to measured 
weekly progress in terms of:

– Phone calls.

– Face-to-face meetings.

– Customer Profiling.

– Written Proposals / Quotations.

– Sales Pipeline Growth.

● Shadowing of Sales Engagement.F
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COMMERCIALISATION 
STRATEGY

Target Demographics

● ~8 x Health Departments.

● ~10 x Major Healthcare Consultancy Firms.

● ~15 x Major Strategic Partners.

● ~262 x Hospitals with more than 100 beds.

● ~111 x Emergency Departments.

● ~30 x FUJIFILM Synapse Customers (AU).

Initial focus of meeting the eHealth Departments 
and Private Hospital Groups.

Target of 15 Presentations per month.F
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“The systems 
assists in safe and 
effective patient 
care by identifying 
patients who are 
at risk”

Marcus Storey
Nurse Unit Manager

Western Health
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.



“This has skyrocketed the efficiency in patient care 
as well as the safety”

Professor Tissa Wijerante
Consulting Neurologist

Director of the Stroke & Neuroscience Unit
Western Health
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“You’ll see nearly all of the clinical, executive 
and divisional directors walking around with 
the bed management views on their iPads, 
and the same with the bed management 
staff, the quality managers, the NUMs and 
any staff that help move the patients 
around.”

Jason Whakaari 
Executive Director of ICT, Western Health
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jason Whakaari is the ED of ICT at Western Health and was a key stakeholder and champion during the development of Miya Patient Flow at Western Health – and as the slide shows – he is seeing staff using the system, which for any IT person must be the ultimate aim. 



“Rather than creating an electronic 
version of the existing patient 

journey boards, we have created an 
e-health guidance system.”
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CUSTOMER TESTIMONIAL
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Presentation Notes
Video Testimonial : 2 minutes, 50 seconds



Market 
Opportunity
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● The global population is aging, resulting in a dramatic 
and unparalleled increase in population, complex 
patients with multiple  co-morbidities.

● The United States spends 18% of GDP on Healthcare, 
representing over $USD3.0 trillion dollars annually, 
which is set to grow to 37% by 2050.

● Global expenditure on Healthcare IT is $USD40.4b, 
growing to $USD56.7b by 2017.

● The Obama Administration introduced the Patient 
Protection & Affordable Care in 2010, mandating that 
all US hospitals upgrade their Clinical Information 
Systems.

● This Act stipulates that healthcare providers must 
demonstrate the meaningful use of health IT by 2016 
or face a reduction in Medicare reimbursements.

● One third of all hospitals in the USA are planning to 
invest in Patient Flow Solutions (Capsite, division of 
HIMSS).

WHY IS DIGITAL HEALTH SUCH AN 
EXCITING INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY ?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
President Obama’s administration has pledged to give every American an electronic health record within five years, arguing that this is “fundamental to reforming” the entire healthcare system.



WHAT EXACTLY IS DIGITAL HEALTH ?
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Share
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Track

Deliver
Monitor

Care

Prevention
Manage
Engage

Healthy Lifestyle

Data Storage
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Transmission
Medical Records

Analytics
Intelligence
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Schedule
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Collect
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Social Health Mobile Health Tele Health Personal Health
Health information 
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Revenue Cycle 
Management Service Providers Security
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Social Health Network
Physician Physician

Patient  Patient
Physician Patient

Apps
Sensors
Mobility
Wireless

Remote Monitoring
Telemedicine

Personal Health Record
Patient Engagement

PC-EHR
Wellness

Information

EHR
EMR

Decision Support
CPOE

RIS
PACS

Imaging
RTLS

LIS
MDDS

Analytics

Billing
Claims Processing

Patient access
Management Solutions

Staffing & Outsourcing
Medical Transcription

Consulting
Scribes
Benefits

Health Information 
Protection

HIPAA

Digital Health is very boardF
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The healthcare information technology (IT) market is swelling, thanks to the federal government’s legislative and financial incentives for technological progress. While most industries have adopted technology much earlier, the healthcare industry is really just now catching up. These changes are coming in waves. The first wave encouraged digital infrastructure and electronic health records adoption, a market which is now mature. This wave was initiated in 2009, when Congress passed the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, which offered healthcare providers a carrot and stick approach to adopting meaningful use of this technology. This act incentivized hospitals, medical groups and doctors’ offices with more than $30 billion to change from paper patient medical records to electronic medical records (EMRs), and use them in a meaningful way. The push was successful, overall. As of April 2015, 95% of all eligible and critical access hospitals have demonstrated meaningful use of certified Health IT. Office-based physicians are lagging behind, with only 54% doing the same.The Affordable Care Act (ACA) in 2010 set the stage for the second wave of technology, which builds on EMR adoption by adding performance and quality reporting metrics into the mix. The ACA changes the payment paradigm in healthcare by tying revenue to value and outcomes, versus volume of patients seen. Thus, new technologies are necessary for gathering, sharing and analyzing vast amounts of data to manage the health of an entire patient population. Other technologies are addressing connectivity and interoperability issues, since moving to a value-based outcomes model requires better care coordination. Another factor currently influencing the healthcare IT market is the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid (CMS) announcement in early 2015, which stated that 90% of Medicare fee-for-service payments will be linked to quality and value metrics by 2018, with smaller goals starting right away. Also by 2018, the CMS will tie 50% of all traditional Medicare payments to alternative payment models. It’s not just Medicare: Of the largest private payers, 70% have the same payment goals, as do more than 50% of state governments.



● Global adoption of the “Electronic Medical Records 
Adoption Model (EMRAM)”, supported by government 
funding.

● The rise of interoptability and global standards.

● Mobile Health technology is growing from $USD6.9b 
market to $USD23b market by 2017.

● Apple introducing HealthKit and Research Kit, coupled 
with the launch of powerful mobile tablets.

● FDA Regulating the environment.

● Global Government allocating funds to Digital Health:
– The United States government has set aside more than 

$USD20 billion in stimulus funds to implement Electronic 
Health Records nationwide

– The United Kingdom has allocated £4 billion to transition 
the National Health Service into a paperless environment 
(7th Feb 2016).

– Australian Digital Health Agency formed 27th Jan 2016.

● The adoption of Digital Health encourage the adoption of 
Digital Health – a self fulfilling prophecy. 

THE STARS ARE ALIGNING FOR 
DIGITAL HEALTH
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EMR ADOPTION MODEL

1

STAGE

All three major 
ancillary clinical 

systems are 
installed (i.e., 

pharmacy, 
laboratory, and 

radiology).

2

STAGE

CDR, Controlled 
Medical 

Vocabulary, 
CDS, may have 

Document 
Imaging; HIE 

capable

3

STAGE

Nursing/clinical 
documentation 
(flow sheets), 
CDSS (error 

checking), PACS 
available outside 

Radiology

4

STAGE

CPOE, Clinical 
Decision Support 

(clinical 
protocols)

5

STAGE

Closed loop 
medication 

administration

6

STAGE

Physician 
documentation 

(structured 
templates), full 

CDSS (variance 
& compliance), 

full R-PACS

7

STAGE

Complete EMR, 
CCD transactions to 

share data; Data 
warehousing; Data 
continuity with ED, 

ambulatory, OP

EMR 
ADOPTION 

MODEL

EMRAM
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Presentation Notes
Stage 0: The organization has not installed all of the three key ancillary department systems (laboratory, pharmacy, and radiology).Stage 1: All three major ancillary clinical systems are installed (i.e., pharmacy, laboratory, and radiology).Stage 2: Major ancillary clinical systems feed data to a clinical data repository (CDR) that provides physician access for reviewing all orders and results. The CDR contains a controlled medical vocabulary, and the clinical decision support/rules engine (CDS) for rudimentary conflict checking. Information from document imaging systems may be linked to the CDR at this stage. The hospital may be health information exchange (HIE) capable at this stage and can share whatever information it has in the CDR with other patient care stakeholders.Stage 3: Nursing/clinical documentation (e.g. vital signs, flow sheets, nursing notes, eMAR is required and is implemented and integrated with the CDR for at least one inpatient service in the hospital; care plan charting is scored with extra points. The Electronic Medication Administration Record application (EMAR) is implemented. The first level of clinical decision support is implemented to conduct error checking with order entry (i.e., drug/drug, drug/ food, drug/lab conflict checking normally found in the pharmacy information system). Medical image access from picture archive and communication systems (PACS) is available for access by physicians outside the Radiology department via the organization’s intranet.Stage 4: Computerized Practitioner Order Entry (CPOE) for use by any clinician licensed to create orders is added to the nursing and CDR environment along with the second level of clinical decision support capabilities related to evidence based medicine protocols. If one inpatient service area has implemented CPOE with physicians entering orders and completed the previous stages,then this stage has been achieved.Stage 5: The closed loop medication administration with bar coded unit dose medications environment is fully implemented. The eMAR and bar coding or other auto identification technology, such as radio frequency identification (RFID), are implemented and integrated with CPOE and pharmacy to maximize point of care patient safety processes for medication administration. The “fiverights” of medication administration are verified at the bedside with scanning of the bar code on the unit does medication and the patient ID.Stage 6: Full physician documentation with structured templates and discrete data is implemented for at least one inpatient care service area for progress notes, consult notes, discharge summaries or problem list & diagnosis list maintenance. Level three of clinical decision support provides guidance for all clinician activities related to protocols and outcomes in the form of variance and compliance alerts. A full complement of radiology PACS systems provides medical images to physicians via an intranet and displaces all film-based images. Cardiology PACS and document imaging are scored with extra points.Stage 7: The hospital no longer uses paper charts to deliver and manage patient care and has a mixture of discrete data, document images, and medical images within its EMR environment. Data warehousing is being used to analyze patterns of clinical data to improve quality of care and patient safety and care delivery efficiency. Clinical information can be readily shared via standardized electronic transactions (i.e. CCD) with all entities that are authorized to treat the patient, or a health information exchange (i.e., other non-associated hospitals, ambulatory clinics, sub-acute environments, employers, payers and patients in a data sharing environment). The hospital demonstrates summary data continuity for all hospital services (e.g. inpatient, outpatient, ED, and with any owned or managed ambulatory clinics).



CROSS REGIONAL 
EMRAM SCORE DISTRIBUTION

96.30% of the 
8,000 Hospitals in 
the United States 
are yet to reach 
EMRAM Stage 7
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QUESTIONS ?
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Presentation Notes
I’ll point this one at Ray. Could you please provide an indication of a typical contract size - you mentioned the Northern Territory project in the press release, which is a relatively small hospital, so can you provide some guidance to the size of this project? R: It depends on what combination of our product set they put on top of Miya Platform. The Miya Platform as the foundation – you know typically that's about $300,000 spend. To try and be a bit more a specific, in the recent purchase order that we received from Northern Territory Health for our best practice emergency department, pathology ordering (you know) module that's going into Royal Darwin and Alice Springs hospitals – the contract value on that was around the 1.5 million dollar mark. I guess a more recent example is in the New Zealand context. We were recently awarded preferred vendor status for a single hospital installation of Miya Flow, so that the flow products that you saw there including the bed management software. The value of that contract is just over 1.5 million dollars. But if a hospital, for example, was to focus on say just the Miya Clinic product, of course that requires Miya Platform as well, that might be a half-million to three-quarters of a million dollars value.  A: Thank you Ray. We have another question that has come through. I saw in your presentation 96% of hospitals are yet to achieve a fully digital environment. Why is this the case? It's seems unfathomable that in this day and age that hospitals are not fully automated.  R: Well, I agree does seem unfathomable but it's a sad in a reality that there are still many processes our public hospitals that run on pen and paper processes. And about the only thing you can say about that is the pen and paper processes are reasonably well understood.  So one of the issues in introducing information technology is ‘How do you make the change management task of reasonable proportions?’. It is a sad reality that with the majority of health IT installations in the past, the cost of the change management - to install the software, to then readjust work flows to the software, re-train the staff - the cost of that implementation effort, the change management effort has been many times the cost of the software and that's part of the reason why when we set out as the co-founders of Alcidion, Malcolm and I said we have to focus on a human interface that is intuitive, that is highly visual, that the smart people we have in our hospitals can look at and see instantly where the value for their job, where the value for their work lies. So we have prided ourselves on the quality of that interface. It's been, I guess, where a substantial amount of our R&D investment has gone, but it pays off handsomely when it comes time for a customer to install our technology. And I remember very clearly when we assisted NT Health implement Miya ED in the emergency department Royal Adelaide Hospital, the training session started with Malcolm taking in a box of donuts, by the time he’d handed out the donuts, a number of staff (obviously very smart people) were already tapping away on the technology and the training session was over within 20 minutes. So that is a huge barrier to health IT uptake that we have solved with our technology. But of course it does need to be significant expenditure in the departmental systems that we sit across and so there's also the investment barrier I guess that’s part of the explanation behind that 96%. A: Great, thank you Ray. Another question we had come through was… Do you capitalize or expense your R&D expenses? R: Thank you Ash. We have traditionally expensed our R&D that's been our history through the company and was the case again in financial year 15, where we enjoyed revenues of over 5 million dollars with a small loss of $180,000. I guess if we hadn't expensed R&D and we capitalized it that might look more attractive. But I guess it's been a core value of the company to recognise the importance of R&D, and to expense it along the line.  A: Great and finally we have one last question from Claude Walker. Why does a hospital want to buy your products? Specifically, why do the decision-makers choose MIYA in particular - is it better or is it cheaper? Can you explain further Ray? Yes, well I think if you just reflect back on that Miya Flow product, we've managed to strike a very clever product solution in the sense that we're providing a very powerful tool to the healthcare professionals that do the real job of hospital care. So we're giving the clinicians a tool that helps them make the best possible clinical decisions in the shortest possible time and then be able to visualize how their patient is flowing through the process of care they’ve chosen. But a traditional problem has been that despite the importance of the clinicians and the care teams, they don't hold the purse, so the investment decisions get made higher up the organization in the c-suite  where the focus is equally on budget pressures, KPI's and performance ratings, etc. And now with this Miya Flow product, we are able to give very hard tangible evidence to the executive management of the hospital as to how this technology is actually allowing them to process their patients with lower length of stay, with less clinical complications - all of which is a big plus to their budget bottom line.  So in this particular product, the Miya Flow product, one of our most recent, we've now got a convergence between the interests of the clinical care teams and the interest of the executive management (the budget holders). In terms of where do we sit, in terms of price point, I can't answer that question with any surety. I'm not really across competitor pricing and of course the pricing doesn't mean anything unless you’re clear about the exact functions that they are providing. I guess though, I think we must be about the mark because for the product that came out of a proof of concept lab project back in July was immediately implemented in three public hospitals. We followed that with an immediate order for another two public hospitals and we’ve just scored our New Zealand preferred vendor status and in the public sector, believe me, that's very rapid decision-making. A: Great, thank you Ray. That is all we have time for today everyone so I apologise for going a little bit over time. If you do have any other questions feel free to email them through to me, my email address is ashleigh.wilby@alcidion.com Thank you everyone and thank you for your time. Goodbye.
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PRODUCT OFFERING

Clinical 
Dashboard & 

ED Whiteboards

Results 
Management

Missed Result 
Tracking

Miya ID

Electronic 
Journey Boards

Department 
Metrics

Miya Mobile: 
Mobile EMR

Miya 
Smartforms®

Clinical Portal
Miya Access Bed 

Management 
System

Referral 
Management 

System

Clinical 
Dashboards

Miya 
Smartforms®

Results 
Management

Mitigate risks and streamline your Outpatient Department

Miya Orders
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ALCIDION’S MIYA PLATFORM 
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MIYA OVERVIEW
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PRODUCT

Product Roadmap Under 
Development

Alpha Release Beta Release Pilot 
Installation

Commercial

iCVIS 

Miya Patient Flow 

Miya Access 

Miya Mobile 

Order Sets 

Smartforms 

Miya ED 

Miya Clinic 

Miya Metrics 

Miya AI 
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MOBILITY: NATIVE IOS APP
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SMARTFORMS
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VISION OF THE FUTURE: 
MOBILE SMARTFORMS
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MIYA RESULTS VIEWING
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Presentation Notes
This provides you with an overview, the next view of the results, and how we’re actually able to display risk rated results. We can go down to the level how it’s over in a number of days and trend that information as well which is being quite helpful for our clinical teams. In some areas, our oncology and cancer team led by Michael Green had identified an opportunity to reduce the number of tests that his team were requesting, and it’s providing a greater transparency for that.



Miya ED provides a set of clinical 

dashboards that allow your Emergency 

Department team to have a dedicated 

display for risk management by 

augmenting your existing EDIS. 

Miya ED can be used to highlight key 

risks, activate best practice guidance 

for common problems and detect and 

manage high risk lab results that arrive 

after the patient has been discharged. 

MIYA ED
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emergency Departments face a unique challenge – cope with increasing volumes of complex patients while achieving key performance objectives relating to quality of care and discharge timeframes. As the load on clinicians increases there is an increasing chance that key risks for patients are not identified and acted upon. Miya ED helps Emergency Department clinicians to identify and act upon clinical risks as they arise – both during an ED admission or post discharge. 



● Miya ED adds value to existing ED information systems and 
delivers significant service performance improvement, for 
example, with Miya ED in the Northern Territory:

– Patient treatment commences an hour earlier – early intervention 
leads to faster recovery and better clinical outcomes.

– Redundant test orders are reduced – 5% savings in ED pathology 
costs (ED’s typically consume about 40% of the pathology orders in 
an acute general hospital).

– Critical (abnormal) test results are properly witnessed for follow-on 
action – without Miya ED around 40% of test ordered are not read 
(and 18% of these will be critical).

– Miya ED saves ED Heads/Senior Consultants several hours a day –
they do not need to manually check laboratory/patient records for 
missed abnormal results.

– Care team satisfaction with Miya ED is very high – rated at better than 
80% compared to other clinical systems at around 30%.

● Miya ED is installed Royal Melbourne, Royal Darwin, Alice 
Springs, Footscray, Sunshine and three other public hospital 
ED’s.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
MIYA ED
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MIYA PATIENT FLOW

Miya Patient Flow is an 

e-health guidance system that 

optimises the patient journey 

for your patients by integrating 

powerful electronic journey 

boards, a mobile EMR, Mobile 

Bed Management and an 

intelligent monitoring system.

“

”
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● Miya Patient Flow guides the care team in optimising 
a patient’s journey through the hospital services.

● Miya Patient Flow supports the efficient use of 
hospital beds/resources whilst providing effective 
clinical outcomes for patients – it has appeal to both 
executive management and clinical staff in hospitals.

● There are approximately 750 public hospital and 610 
private hospitals in Australia - all hospitals are under 
budget pressure to make efficiencies whilst 
preserving patient safety and the quality of clinical 
outcomes.

● Miya Patient Flow is now in production at Royal 
Darwin and Alice Springs hospitals and has been 
given preferred product status for a Hospital 
Operations Centre solution at Palmerston North 
hospital in New Zealand and presently under 
consideration by a large Private Hospital Group in 
Australia.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
MIYA PATIENT FLOW
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Patient Rows 
updated when 

patients are 
admitted, 

transferred or 
discharged Rows are 

configurable if 
required

Summary 
metrics: 
patients waiting 
in ED, boarders, 
outliers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This provides you an overview of the TV screen, which is a 50-inch TV screen that’s displayed on wards. We currently have 18 wards across the health service that are using Miya Patient Flow and which enables us to display information. You can see it below a level. We’ll just show you in a little bit more detail, gives us borders, outlines, also information on ED patients waiting and elective admissions plan to happen. It also allows us to capture some pretext notes, but also infectious status of people come walking to the area, of support service staff and actually know they need to at least ask and flag if there’s an alert on, which is the yellow coding on the screen.



MIYA MOBILE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Miya Mobile application provides a similar view to the others with the matrix as well, admissions plan, outlines and a general overview of patients. You can click on those individual patients and get further information.The little symbol on the right hand side just near the matrix component, provides information on the demographics. You can see here this is how staff updates the referrals, and by the time they’ve got back to the station it’s available and displayed on the TV screen. It takes about ten seconds. It’s a very fast system and easily applicable.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vanessa: You see a view of the Miya Access. It enables us to look at both an overview of the dashboard, gives us admissions from the various sources, transferring information and also ED patient information for that site, but our bed manager can look at other sites. You can select all sites or just the site you’re specifically looking at. As I said, we have four emergency departments that required admissions and transfers across the service.
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MIYA CLINIC

Miya Clinic Outpatient Software and 

Referral Management System 

saves clinical time and effort spent 

searching for relevant data during 

clinics, and optimises your 

outpatient processes from referral 

through to discharge ensuring that 

patients receive best practice, high 

quality care, while reducing clinical 

risk.
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● Miya Clinic provides clinical decision support for Doctors 
treating ambulatory patients in the Outpatient services 
of a hospital – Outpatient services include minor 
procedures, medical consultations/diagnosis and allied 
health interventions (e.g. physio).

● Australia’s public hospitals provide around 26 million 
outpatient services annually.

● Australia’s outpatient services are considered inefficient 
- with average attendance per patient being more than 
twice as high as in the UK for example.

● The pressures on outpatient’s services will increase as 
public hospitals seek to reduce the cost of inpatient 
services.

● Miya Clinic has recently been redeveloped to provide 
clinical decision support to improve Doctor productivity 
and help reduce the number of attendances per patient 
– a new product to address a major problem in public 
hospital services.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW 
MIYA CLINIC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’ll point this one at Ray. Could you please provide an indication of a typical contract size - you mentioned the Northern Territory project in the press release, which is a relatively small hospital, so can you provide some guidance to the size of this project? R: Yes, thank you Ash.  It depends on what combination of our product set they put on top of Miya Platform. The Miya Platform as the foundation – you know typically that's about $300,000 spend. To try and be a bit more a specific, in the recent purchase order that we received from Northern Territory Health for our best practice emergency department, pathology ordering (you know) module that's going into Royal Darwin and Alice Springs hospitals – the contract value on that was around the 1.5 million dollar mark. I guess a more recent example is in the New Zealand context. We were recently awarded preferred vendor status for a single hospital installation of Miya Flow, so that the flow products that you saw there including the bed management software. The value of that contract is just over 1.5 million dollars. But if a hospital, for example, was to focus on say just the Miya Clinic product, of course that requires Miya Platform as well, that might be a half-million to three-quarters of a million dollars value.  A: Thank you Ray. We have another question that has come through. I saw in your presentation 96% of hospitals are yet to achieve a fully digital environment. Why is this the case? It's seems unfathomable that in this day and age that hospitals are not fully automated.  R: Well, I agree does seem unfathomable but it's a sad in a reality that there are still many processes our public hospitals that run on pen and paper processes. And about the only thing you can say about that is the pen and paper processes are reasonably well understood.  So one of the issues in introducing information technology is ‘How do you make the change management task of reasonable proportions?’. It is a sad reality that with the majority of health IT installations in the past, the cost of the change management - to install the software, to then readjust work flows to the software, re-train the staff - the cost of that implementation effort, the change management effort has been many times the cost of the software and that's part of the reason why when we set out as the co-founders of Alcidion, Malcolm and I said we have to focus on a human interface that is intuitive, that is highly visual, that the smart people we have in our hospitals can look at and see instantly where the value for their job, where the value for their work lies. So we have prided ourselves on the quality of that interface. It's been, I guess, where a substantial amount of our R&D investment has gone, but it pays off handsomely when it comes time for a customer to install our technology. And I remember very clearly when we assisted NT Health implement Miya ED in the emergency department Royal Adelaide Hospital, the training session started with Malcolm taking in a box of donuts, by the time he’d handed out the donuts, a number of staff (obviously very smart people) were already tapping away on the technology and the training session was over within 20 minutes. So that is a huge barrier to health IT uptake that we have solved with our technology. But of course it does need to be significant expenditure in the departmental systems that we sit across and so there's also the investment barrier I guess that’s part of the explanation behind that 96%. A: Great, thank you Ray. Another question we had come through was… Do you capitalize or expense your R&D expenses? R: Thank you Ash. We have traditionally expensed our R&D that's been our history through the company and was the case again in financial year 15, where we enjoyed revenues of over 5 million dollars with a small loss of $180,000. I guess if we hadn't expensed R&D and we capitalized it that might look more attractive. But I guess it's been a core value of the company to recognise the importance of R&D, and to expense it along the line.  A: Great and finally we have one last question from Claude Walker. Why does a hospital want to buy your products? Specifically, why do the decision-makers choose MIYA in particular - is it better or is it cheaper? Can you explain further Ray? Yes, well I think if you just reflect back on that Miya Flow product, we've managed to strike a very clever product solution in the sense that we're providing a very powerful tool to the healthcare professionals that do the real job of hospital care. So we're giving the clinicians a tool that helps them make the best possible clinical decisions in the shortest possible time and then be able to visualize how their patient is flowing through the process of care they’ve chosen. But a traditional problem has been that despite the importance of the clinicians and the care teams, they don't hold the purse, so the investment decisions get made higher up the organization in the c-suite  where the focus is equally on budget pressures, KPI's and performance ratings, etc. And now with this Miya Flow product, we are able to give very hard tangible evidence to the executive management of the hospital as to how this technology is actually allowing them to process their patients with lower length of stay, with less clinical complications - all of which is a big plus to their budget bottom line.  So in this particular product, the Miya Flow product, one of our most recent, we've now got a convergence between the interests of the clinical care teams and the interest of the executive management (the budget holders). In terms of where do we sit, in terms of price point, I can't answer that question with any surety. I'm not really across competitor pricing and of course the pricing doesn't mean anything unless you’re clear about the exact functions that they are providing. I guess though, I think we must be about the mark because for the product that came out of a proof of concept lab project back in July was immediately implemented in three public hospitals. We followed that with an immediate order for another two public hospitals and we’ve just scored our New Zealand preferred vendor status and in the public sector, believe me, that's very rapid decision-making. A: Great, thank you Ray. That is all we have time for today everyone so I apologise for going a little bit over time. If you do have any other questions feel free to email them through to me, my email address is ashleigh.wilby@alcidion.com Thank you everyone and thank you for your time. Goodbye.
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